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 Better show details of insect

 Aid in identification

 - Especially important in photo-based data project

 Create Art

 - Dragons and damsels amongst our showiest insects

 “The Book”!!





http://www.dpreview.com/reviews/panasonicfz50/Images/FZ50_3q.jpg


 Bigger better sensors

 Capture much more data

 Sharper, more detailed images with better color 
resolution

 Much better focus, both speed and versatility

 Great variety of available lenses

 Can create fantastic backgrounds (bokeh)























Canon 5D IV
Canon 800mm lens
f/5.6
ISO 640
1/2000
No Flash



 Save images at highest resolution

 - RAW, ideally, but at least the highest JPEG 
setting

 - provides greatest detail

 - greater options in post-processing

 Activate highlight alert “blinkies”

 Use light histogram

 Push exposure to the right

 - just to the edge of the “blinkies”











 ISO
 Aperture
 Shutter Speed
 Flash



 ISO 100 is ideal (least noisy)

 Higher the ISO, grainier the image

 Lower ISO always better

 Especially when cropping

 Better the camera, better the ISO quality



Panasonic FZ-30
f/3.6
1/30
ISO-80
No Flash



Canon 7D Mark II
f/6.3
1/1600
ISO-800
No Flash



Canon 5D Mark 
III
f/3.2
1/5000
ISO-1250
No Flash



 F-stop = ratio of lens’ focal length to diameter 
of entrance pupil

 Smaller apertures create greater depth of field

 Larger apertures produce less depth of field

 F-stop numbers are counterintuitive

 Greater the F-stop number, the smaller the 
aperture (more depth of field)

 Smaller the F-stop number, the larger the 
aperture (less depth of field)

























Canon 5D Mark III
f/2.8
1/1000
ISO-100
No Flash



Canon 5D Mark III
f/32
1/200
ISO-100
No Flash



 ISO 200 to 500 (max 800, if possible)

 f/8 to f/11

 Shutter speed at least 1/500 and 
better at 1/1000 and up







 f/11 to f/16

 ISO 100 to 200

 1/200 (or 1/250)*

 - *shoot at sync speed



Canon 5DS-R and 100mm f/2.8 macro
ISO 100
f/11
1/200
Flash



 Best dragon/damsel activity often during 
“high noon”

 Sun is bright and contrasty – flash reduces 
impact of ambient lighting

 Flash evens out lighting

 Fills in shadowed areas

 Freezes movement – equates to several 
thousands of a second shutter speed



Canon 5D III
Canon 100mm macro lens
f/11
ISO 100
1/200
Flash

Hard (impossible?) to do this without flash













 Largely independent of ambient light

 Must not have objects within several feet (at 
least) behind subject

 Flash

 f/11 to f/16

 ISO 100 to 200





Composition



Hit the eye!
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